The Servian Cloud Foundations solution provides a fast-track for businesses to operate in the public cloud; getting you to production quickly and with confidence. The core network, security, and operational capabilities required for a successful cloud journey are delivered as extendable Infrastructure as Code to ensure a flexible and robust environment.

Our solution provides proven best practice cloud platform configuration and automation that allows businesses to quickly establish a cloud presence, and deliver robust and secure solutions using public cloud, while avoiding common pitfalls.

**Servian Cloud Foundation Capabilities**

- CI/CD Capable
- Full visibility and control
- Automated deployment
- Everything as Code
- Tailored to fit business needs
- Expandable and Secure

**Foundation Details**

- Multi-account strategy provides clear environment boundaries
- Network, security, and operational configuration as code
- Extendable and customisable by your team
- Enforced Security & Governance

**Benefits of Servian Foundation:**

- Shortcut to a safe and secure cloud environment, ready for production workloads
- Customisation and guidance from expert engineers
- Speed of delivery and usability promotes innovation
- Provides the scaffolding and guardrails that development teams need to land their applications in the cloud
- Decreased wait times
Call us today see how we can work for you

We are experienced in delivering solutions across many industries such as banking, retail, telecommunications, insurance and utilities. Our clients include many of Australia’s leading Tier 1 companies as our valued customers.
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